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Engraved: Victor-Marie Picot, January 1776.

In this drawing Philippe-Jacques de Loutherbourg depicts a clandestine meeting of smugglers on the
English coast. The drawing centres on two men who argue quite heatedly, presumably in relation to the

quality or quantity of the smuggled goods, over which they stand. A figure is on his knees taking a closer
look at the goods, whilst two men watch the argument play out. One smuggler is exhausted from the

voyage and is slumped on the ground, his sword a reminder of the dangerous and dark side of these
activities. A group of men are waiting in a rowing boat, and in the background is the faint outline of a

much larger ship, although whether this is the smugglers’ or a customs’ ship, that they have outwitted, is
uncertain.

Smuggling was a major business in Britain during the eighteenth century. Illegal trade across Britain’s
coastline grew at an incredible rate as an inevitable result of the heavy taxation imposed by a series of
governments seeking funds to pay for costly European wars; the tax for tea alone was nearly seventy

percent of its initial cost by the middle of the century. In response to this, contraband was smuggled into
the southern counties of England in huge quantities. It was not unheard of for a smuggling trip to bring in
three thousand gallons of spirits. Illegally imported gin was sometimes so plentiful that the inhabitants of
some Kentish villages were said to use it for cleaning their window. Some estimates reckon that four-

fifths of tea drunk in England had not paid duty. So widespread was the practice that Daniel Defoe
wrote of the port of Lymington ‘I do not find they have any foreign commerce, except it be what we call
smuggling and roguing; which I may say, is the reigning commerce of all this part of the English coast,

from the mouth of the Thames to the Land’s End in Cornwall’.¹

De Loutherbourg seems to have been fascinated by this lawless life and he depicted smugglers on
several occasions, as well as bandits in a manner recalling Salvator Rosa (1615-1673). The

Smugglers Return (Joslyn Art Museum, Nebraska) is one such example, and depicts a group of figures



struggling to push their boat onto the shore, amid the stormy weather and crashing seas. The painting
accentuates the perils associated with the business of smuggling, as these figures had to contend with

the unpredictable forces of nature in order to accomplish their mission. 

The subject matter of Smugglers on the English Coast was not an unusual one for artists, such was the
prevalence of this business in the eighteenth century. For example George Morland’s The Smugglers

also shows contraband being unloaded onto the English coast, the wagon ready be filled with the
barrels which they are unloading. Although the scene does not take place at a legal port, the figures do
not seem especially furtive or isolated. It is broad daylight and several other vessels can be seen in the

background.

Smugglers on the English Coast was engraved in aquatint by de Loutherbourg and published by
Victor-Marie Picot in January 1776. The aquatint was dedicated to the actor and theatre manager

David Garrick, who employed de Loutherbourg as a stage designer in his Drury Lane Theatre, although
it is unclear why de Loutherbourg chose this particular topic as a tribute to his friend.

¹ Daniel Defoe, A Tour Thro’ the Whole Island of Great Britain, Letter III, London, 1724
 

Artist description:
Philippe Jacques de Loutherbourg was an English artist of French origin.

He was born in Strasbourg where his father, the representative of a Swiss family, practised miniature
painting. However, De Loutherbourg spent the greater part of his life in London, where he was

naturalised. He was educated at the University of Strasbourg.

He insisted on being a painter and placed himself under Charles-André van Loo (1705-1765) in Paris.
The result was an immediate and precocious development of his abilities. De Loutherbourg became a
figure in the fashionable society of his time. In 1767 he was elected a member of the Académie Royale
de Peinture et de Sculpture although he was not old enough according to the rules of the institution. De

Loutherbourg painted landscapes, sea storms, battles, which were all very successful.

De Loutherbourg then travelled to Switzerland, Germany and Italy, celebrated for his paintings as well as
for his mechanical inventions. In 1771 De Loutherbourg came to London and was employed by David
Garrick (1717-1779), who offered him £500 a year to work at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane inventing

mechanical devices and painting sets. Garrick’s own play, the Christmas Tale, introduced the novelties
to the public, and the delight not only of the masses but also of Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-1792) and

the artists was unbounded. At the same time De Loutherbourg was commissioned large naval pictures
to commemorate British victories (National Maritime Museum, London).

De Loutherbourg became a member of the Royal Academy in 1781. Shortly after, he decided to travel
with the Count Alessandro di Cagliostro (1743-1795). In his final years, De Loutherbourg took interest in

faith healing and the philisopher’s stone.

De Loutherbourg died in 1812.


